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Details of Visit:

Author: Just Passing
Location 2: Forest Gate
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: January 17, 2003 2,15pm
Duration of Visit: 20 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Honeyz
Phone: 02085344598

The Premises:

Large, slightly shabby three-story terrace near Wanstead Ponds. Parking right outside the door..
seemed pretty safe to me.

The Lady:

I'd been meaning to see Collette for some time after reading a whole run of positive reports, but
before I managed to get there two less favourable reviews appeared and one of them was positively
scathing.

However, I still thought the good points outweighed the bad and decided to see her anyway. I
certainly wasn't disappointed with her looks. Collette is about 19 years old, but she?s a tiny little
cutie with a very pretty, very young face and a body about the size of a slim 12-year-old's .. except
that Collette?s also got nicely rounded tits, shapely hips and a neatly trimmed bush. There?s no
doubt that by virtue of her tiny frame she?d appeal to anyone who fantasises about shagging young
teens (and I did notice a school uniform hanging up, if that?s what turns you on), Collette?s hair is
in very long braids (not dreadlocks, as someone else said). It?s true that her teeth are a bit
discoloured, but her behaviour betrayed no other evidence of drug abuse. Her manner was friendly
and happy, but a little more brisk and businesslike than I?ve grown used to with the shagtastic girls
from Vivas.

The Story:

Collette and a very leggy black girl called Leah paraded themselves in front of me. I chose Collette
and negotiated the fee with the maid...an initial demand of ?100 for an uncovered BJ plus sex easily
came down to ?70. There was no waiting time at all after handing over the cash, and after a brief
massage in which she rubbed her lovely tits all over me, Collette got down to business.

As well as being so small that you feel deliciously pervy when she?s crawling all over you, Collette?
has incredibly soft, warm skin which is a positive delight to fondle and caress. While I explored her
body with my hands, she wrapped her lips around my uncovered knob and give it a good seeing-to.
She let me give her pussy some serious fingering while this was going on, and I can?t tell you how
satisfying it was to lie back with my head propped up watching this beautiful little creature devour
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my dick while I invaded her tight cunt.

After about 10 minutes she came up for air and asked how I?d like the sex. I suggested that she get
on top and then we switch to doggie after a few minutes. That?s exactly how it worked out, and both
ways were simply heavenly. I?m 6ft 1ins tall and carrying a little too much weight,, and the sheer
novelty of having such a tiny but hot little body at my disposal was a massive turn-on. I especially
like gripping her little bum with both hands while I pounded in and out of her pussy from behind.

However, my knob wasn?t in the mood for a quick climax, and as much I would have liked to impale
Collette?s bum for the whole afternoon, after five minutes I suggested that we lie down and she
could wank me to a climax. ?Are you sure?? she asked (I liked that) and after removing the rubber
johnny, it took barely a minute of gentle fingering before my spunk was dripping all over Collette?s
dainty fingers.

There was no much action packed in that I was amazed to see that only 20 minutse had gone by,
but I was more than satsified. She certainly wasn?t anything like the wild little nympho described in
the most glowing early reports, but I?d certainly go back for second helping.
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